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Des Peres Commons, LLC
11743 Manchester Road
Site Plan Approval and Conditional Use Permit for renovation of existing
retail space into Circle 7 Ranch Restaurant (5,100 SF), with 247 seats
C-1
The space was previously home to Terra outdoor furnishings (south half of
upper floor). The lower floor of the building will continue as Prana Yoga
and storage for Ace Hardware. The north half of the upper floor is slated
for "specialty retail" at this time.
The subcommittee (Pawloski, A. Ahrens, Wright) met with the petitioner
on 4/26. After discussion, Commissioner Wright moved to recommend
approval of the conditional use permit to the Planning & Zoning
Commission, pending resolution of the violation of the parking code and
results of the traffic study. Commissioner Ahrens seconded the motion,
which then passed 3-0.

Provided

Plans have been sealed.
 Parking requirements are based upon the type of usage, as indicated on
Sheet SP-3 and in the appendix to the parking study. Once the SF of public
area was calculated, it was apparent that this would be the defining factor
in parking requirement for the restaurant, rather than number of seats.
o Restaurant: Greater of 1 space per 45 SF of building area available for
public use OR 1 space for every three seats PLUS 2 spaces for every 3
employees on maximum shift
o Retail: 5 spaces per 1000 SF gross floor area (GFA)
o Barber/Beauty/Nail Salons: 3 spaces per chair
o Office: 4 spaces per 1000 SF GFA
o Gym/Fitness Studio: (considered as retail)
 In calculating the parking requirement for the overall site, the uses, GFA,
and seats were also needed for the rest of the tenants. The petitioner
calculated Gross Leasable Floor Area (GLA) by subtracting the areas of
warehouse/storage, restrooms, mechanical rooms, and stairwells. The
confusion lies in the definitions provided within §400.020 of the
municipal code. “Gross floor area” is used repeatedly regarding the
parking requirements, but is never defined. The two closest definitions

are (emphasis added):
o Floor area: When used in connection with nonconforming uses, or
with commercial buildings, floor area is the sum of the gross
horizontal area of floors of a building, including holes for elevator
shafts or stairwells, measured from exterior walls or from the
center of party walls. Floor area includes basement area, and area in
penthouse or attic floors (whether or not the attic floor is actually laid,
and only if the attic affords 7½ ft. or more of headroom). It also
includes floor area of interior and exterior balconies and mezzanines,
enclosed porches, and terraces, breezeways and porches, the
perimeter of which is over 50% enclosed. Accessory building floor
space is included, but off-street loading berths are included only to the
extent that they exceed 200% of the amount required by this Title.
Space used for mechanical equipment and for residential use is
also included in "floor area."
o Gross leasable floor area shall mean the floor area of a building
minus all public lobbies, common mall areas, atriums and courtyards
provided solely for pedestrian access to the building from the exterior
and/or for aesthetic enhancement or natural lighting purposes; all
elevator shafts and stairways; public restrooms; mechanical and
dedicated storage rooms; and all permanently designated corridors.
 Current general planning practice is to base parking on GLA rather than
GFA, since these secondary spaces presumably do not increase building
load. However, the word “leasable” only occurs twice in the municipal
code, the definition itself (§400.020) and when referring to Planned
Business Centers in the C-2 District (§405.180.B.2.u). The latter is also
the only usage of the term “GLA”. Without a definition of GFA, the
conservative interpretation would be to use overall floor area, without
subtracting anything, and thus calculate a higher parking requirement.
But common practice would be to use GLA, as was done by the petitioner.
A recalculation using overall floor area could increase the requirement by
another 25-30 spaces.
 A parking study was completed by HR Green. By §405.180.B.6, P&Z can
reduce the parking requirement by up to 20% based upon multiple uses
and a parking study. The applicant has requested a 25% reduction based
upon their parking study. The study suggests that the parking lot is
currently underutilized, and the City’s requirements are excessive. The
applicant has been informed that P&Z does not have the authority to
approve a 25% reduction. The City hired Lochmueller to review the
study, and that comment letter has been attached.
 The Assistant City Administrator took a quick poll of the requirements for
other cities to see how their parking requirements compare. This is not
intended to be an extensive study, and complex formulae were skipped.
City
Retail:
Spaces
Reductions for Mixed-Use
Spaces/ Required
1000 SF for Circle 7
Des Peres
5
103
Up to 20%
Ballwin
5
62
Brentwood
5
100
20%

Chesterfield
Creve Coeur
Ellisville
Frontenac
Maryland Hts
Olivette
Richmond Hts
Town & Country

4. Building Gross Floor
Area, Elevation, and
Cross Sections
5. Loading Areas
6. Lighting/Photometrics
7. Landscaping Plan

4
4
3.5-4.2
5
4.5
6
5
6

67
84
78
Unclear
Unclear
Unclear
60
111

Up to 20%
15%
Up to Council

Up to 20%
Reduced to 4.3 spcs/1000
20%

 A traffic study was completed by HR Green. It was still in production
when the subcommittee met, so they were unable to consider it at that
time. At my request, this study used the traffic projections developed for
the Reliance/Starbucks project across the street, in order to evaluate the
cumulative effect of the two projects. Simply using today’s conditions
would not give a realistic picture. The traffic study essentially states that
traffic on Manchester is already bad, and the incremental increase from
this project would not be significant.
o The mid-day peak traffic on Manchester is over 1,000 vehicles in each
direction, and the restaurant is projected to generate an additional 70
inbound trips during the noon-hour. During PM peak, the Manchester
volume is between 1,300 and 1,400 in each direction, with a
projection of 73 additional inbound trips. However, it is estimated
that 40% of these PM peak trips would be “pass-by” trips, as
customers stop on their way home, rather than making a unique trip.
o The level of service (capacity analysis) would be further reduced
during mid-day and PM peaks, especially for SB left turns off of
Harwood and out of the western exit to Manchester. Those making
such a movement would be delayed up to 60 seconds, whereas the
baselines are 51 and 48 seconds, respectively. For an unsignalized
intersection, 50 seconds is the threshold for LOS F. The projection
moves the LOS from borderline F clearly into the F range. This means
that volume exceeds capacity, but is not necessarily an indicator of
the level of safety.
o The City hired Lochmueller to review the study, and that comment
letter has been attached.
 Page 2 of the traffic study references the City’s Manchester Road Corridor
Study. It errantly says the study covers from Ballas to Bopp, but it
actually includes Manchester from Ballas to the eastern city limit (Meier
Lane).
The corridor study does suggest relocating the eastern
entrance/exit further away from Lockett.
Cross sections not needed since it’s an existing building. Floor plan and
Elevations provided. Commentary on GFA included above, in Parking.
Lower and upper service doors shown on east and west elevations,
respectively.
Lighting was upgraded within the last few of years, and this plan reflects
those upgrades, which are acceptable.
North Pole arborvitae at patio (7).

8. Refuse Enclosure
Elevations & Materials
9. Building Material
Samples
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13. Electronic Plans

Prepared 5/4/17 by SAM

CMU construction with aluminum cap and composite "cedar" plank gate
To remain in-place
To remain in-place; only changes will be patio dining area.
Circle 7 Ranch
 The building signage is provided/dimensioned, and meets the
requirements.
 A monument sign is shown on the site plan, but no further details are
available at this time. As an independently platted lot, this building has
the right to its own monument sign. However, it generally operates as
part of Des Peres Commons.
There’s still a loss of image quality from the conversion of files or scanning.
Perhaps resolution needs to be increased. The text is difficult to read on
sheet SP-3, and imagery is degraded on sheet A1.1

